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Waffle Paper Pilgrim Hat
Created by Jackie Topa

Instructions

1. Cut a 3¾” circle using the clear circle die. Punch two 2½” circles, one from Black card stock

and one from Big Shot Adhesive.

2. Cut a 6” piece of black waffle paper, put sticky strip down one side and make it into a tube.

3. Put snail around the edge of the 2½” card stock circle and fold ½” of the waffle paper tube

around the bottom of the circle.

4. Stick the Big Shot Adhesive circle in the centre of the large card stock circle. Line the bottom

of the waffle paper tube up with the adhesive circle and stick it down.

5. Cut a cupcake holder using the table setting die. Overlap the last scallop and insert it upside

down into the tube to get the hat shape. Fold the waffle paper over the cupcake holder.

6. Wrap a strip of satin ribbon around the base of the hat. Attach the ¾” square to hide the raw

ends. Cut a small piece of ribbon, fold the ends under and attach it to the front of the square.

Supplies

Black Waffle Paper: 6” strip

Black Cardstock: 3¾”circle, 2½” circle

Big Shot Adhesive: 2½” circle

Brushed Gold card stock: ¾” square

Old Olive Satin Ribbon

Sticky Strip

Snail

Black Flourish Designer Jewels

Card stock scraps for punching

Accessories

Clear Circle Die

Table Setting Die

2½” and ¾” Circle Punches

Scallop Circle Punch

Heart to Heart Punch
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Punch Art Turkey

1. Punch a scallop circle from Daffodil Delight card stock. Sponge around the edge with Cajun

Craze Classic ink.

2. Make a slit half way across the scallop from the edge to the centre. Starting at one side of the

slit, accordion fold each scallop.

3. Punch the tall heart with the Heart to Heart punch from Pumpkin Pie to make the beak. Place

the heart on a sticky note, insert it into the punch so the punched heart is facing in the opposite

direction and punch the beak.

4. Punch the wide heart with the Heart to Heart punch from Real Red card stock. Cut it half and

put it behind the beak to make the turkey’s wattle.

5. Punch a ¾” Circle from Basic Grey cardstock. Draw eyebrows with the thin end of a Black

Stampin’ Write marker.

6. Stick on two of the Black Flourish Designer Jewels for the eyes

7. Attach the turkey’s head to the centre of scallop circle with a dimensional and attach the

turkey to the hat with a couple of glue dots.

8. Fill with treats or a small Stampin’ Up cello bag tied with some coordinating ribbon.


